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ABSTRACT
The first of information science is in something of a

jumble, because there is no universally accepted definition of the
field, much less an agreement on what the core information is or what
curriculum should be followed. Information science teachers must
decide what kind of graduate they are trying to turn out in order to
be competitive with business and computer science graduates. The job
market for information science graduates is potentially larger than
the current one composed of libraries and information marketing
companies. In order to be competitive in this larger job market,
information science curriculum should be strengthened so that library
science graduates know information technology and how to use it on an
equal basis with computer and business graduates. An attempt should
be made to attract more business and science students into the field
of information science. (KKC)
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I was asked to give my views on informa-
tion science education as one who has recently
joined the educational ranks on a full-time
basis. I might begin by agreeing with Peter
Drucker, who once suggested the desirability
of changing one's profession in about the mid-
dle of one's working years. Having lust done
so, I find it refreshing, but humbling. he
difference betweee being an adjunct faculty
member and a fulletiee une is very large. It
is like the difference beaaeen being a systems
development ceasitant who suggests how a pro-
ject ought to be Jane and a line menager
has the responsibility for doing it.

It will come as no surprise to most of
you that I find the field of information sci-
ence education in something of a jumble. We
have no universally accepted definition of the
field, much less an agreement on what c'irri-
culum to follow. Personally, I can sebscribe
to the definition used in the ASIS membership
1.rochure:

Information science is concerned with the gen-
eration, collection, organization, interpreta-
tion, storage, retrieval, dissemination, trans-
formation, and use of information. As a disci-
pline, it seeks to create and structure a body
of scientific, technological, and systems know-
ledge related to the transfer of information...

The trouble is that while two physicists
recognize their common professional._ backgrounds
because, to some extent, they know the same
thirgs, we in the information profession know
so many diverse things, with so little in com-
mon, that we can't seen to agree on what is
the core information in the field. The same
happened in computer science. Some people
even deny the existence of such a science be-
cause of tha lack of this common base of know-
ledge aeZ a clear zeetioeship Letween tLeory
and practice.

Nonetheless, there are people who call
themselves information scientists, there are
students of information science, and there are
professors of information science. Within
this set of people we have one group that tends
to equate information science with documenta-
tion. To them, information science is a branch
of library science generally practiced in spe-
cial libraries and in information analysis
and dissemination centers. The formal academic
world apparently agrees, because most informa-
tion science departments or curricula are in
library schools. Of course, many academics no
longer hold this view, but organizational iner-
tia maintains the relationship.

Another group, of which I im a member,
sees information science as a field so broad

that it makes library science only a seal(
part of its domain. At one meeting I atteeded
which attempted to define information science,
a sarcastic remark was made to the efe'ect that
even some accountants considered thenselvee to
be in information science. I later etallenged
the group to whom this was said to give a defi-
nition of the science that logically excluded
the accountant, bat got no reply. In feet,
accountants are responsible for designing eye-
terns that generate, collect, organize. inter-
pret, store, retrieve, disseminate, transform,
and use the information which to companies is
their life blood. Equating the accountant
with the bookkeeper is like equating the 1.ftr-
ence librarian with the page -- a getter and
shelver of hooks. Including the accountant in
our profession, however, means we agree to deal
with information that Is not, never was, and
may never be in book form, and this offends
many information scientists. But, the non-
book information people are in the majority.
They are managing companies, auditing accounts,
selling airplane tickets, keeping corporate
inventories, analyzing air traffic control sys-
tems, and doing all sorts of interesting infor-
mation things.

The field is ill-defined enough that it
is not polarized around these two views of in-
formation science as either documentation or
a universal science encompassing virtually all
of human communication and the technology that
makes it possible. There are other views, but
I present these as two common extremes to il-
lustrate the problem of analyzing information
science education today.

One of my first duties at Drexel was to
look at the information science curriculum and
make any indicated suggestions for change. At
that time, I talked with people at some nearby
schools to thee what they were doing, and read
a few catalogs of other schools. Practically,
in terms of curricula, and if we stick to
schools officially describing themselves as
offering information science, there is not as
much diversity as the extremes would seem to
indicate, but I think there may be a hidden
problem.

Generally, the curricula follow the
library science core, then add some courses on
computers, systems analysis, and microphoto-
graphy. The "products" of these curricula are
librarians with some technical knowledge. Most
of them go to work in special libraries, or cn
the systems staff of a general library. If
they stay with general librarianship, they are
probably welcome additions to the staff, be-
cause they cln at least talk to the ealeseee-
son from the on-line systems cowetny.
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Sometimos, information science is combin-
ed with computer scivace, as it is it Ceorgia
Tech. At Lebt4h, it is in the Philosophy De-
partment, and the emphasis is on linguistics.
making that combination not so strange as it
sounds at first. At the University of Aninsyl-
yenta, what I would call information science
courses seem to be scattered all through the
university. To some people, this is exactly
the way it should be -- they see information
science as essentially interdisciplinary and
prefer to see the core information taught by
the specialty departments. eoints of concen-
tration at Penn are in the Moore School of Elec-
trical Engineering and the Wharton School, the
business and finance school. dut, in both
cases, courses designated information science
are supporting a curriculum whose main thrust
is elsewhere.

Let us consider, for a moment, the inter-
relationship among eomoeter science. isforms-
tion science, and business acministration. I

would like to do so from the practitioner's
side. oversimplifying for the purpose of mak-
ing my -dint, computer scientists tend not to
be inter -:ted in complete infonaation systems,
especially user problems. They want to design
and implement algorithms, the tougher the bet-
ter. Business school graduates have many of
these skills but have a tendency to concentrate
on the management aspects, and are not inter-
ested in pursuing a career of performing at a
technical level. Librarians tends to show no
interest ie information systems until someone
offers to put the information on microfilm, if
not in a book.

In working on automated systems, whether
for business management or libraries, there is
a need for people who know how to do a systems
analysis, who know enough about computer pro-
gramming that they can produce general speci-
fications for programs and understand the prob-
lems of a programmer and his need for detail,
and who understand the data. "Understanding
data" means to know how it originates, how it
flows, how errors creep in, how to detect and
correct errors, how long it takes to move in-
formation, what delays its movement, and how
to use lc io solve the proble:Ls of the organi-
zation that owns it. This is different from
"understanding machinery" which involves know,-
ing how to do such things as program computers,
modulate signals, or reproduce a visual image.
McLuhan wrote of "understanding media" where
the main emphasis was on a kind of statistical
effect of the transmission medium, not on in-
dividual message transmissions.

Our new breed of information scientists
must have command of all three: data, media,
and machinery. To my knowledge, there is no
program of study that is currently training
people well in all three. We, in information
science, are the closest, but are hampered by
our traditional insistence on library orienta-
tion and our general lack of interest in data
in non-book or non-page form.

The new positions I am describing will
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be in business and government and dill involve
systems analysis, design, Llplementation, and
operation of information systems without regard
to the form of data or itt ultimate use -- as
much interest, then, in accounting data as in
library acquisition (in fact, in the corporate
grand schema, library acquisition doesn't ex-
cite much interest), as much in the searching,
of budget files as of bibliographic files, or
of networks for corporate personnel data as for
library catalogs.

While I am convinced, from my own obser-
vations and from conversations with others,
that this third world kind of job exists and
its numbers are growing, employers, themselves,
don't always know what to call the positions.
They certainly aren't using the title, Informa-
tion Scientist, except for libraries or infor-
mation centers, and they do not seek library
school graduates to fill non-library informa-
tion pf:nitions. In fact, erplfrzrs ray s4-1,,
library school graduates as having an irreiev-
ant education. Although neither computer sci
ence nor business administration is providing
the ideal background for these pcsitions, their
graduates do get some rigorous [raining which
many library school-trained information scien-
tists do not get. This may cause a problem for
them in competing with others. For example,
all computer science graduates know how to pro-
gram. Some business schools (e.g., Wharton)
require, as a condition of enrollment, either
passing a test on programming or taking a 'non-
credit course. Both these disccaines expect
students to use the computer rostinely in their
studies. Library schools are still giving cre-
dit for an optional introductory course iu pro-
gramming.

I said earlier that there. may be a:hidden
problem in our current information science cur-
riculum. That problem may materialize when our
students compete in non-library environments
with people from other fields, especially com-
puter science, industrial engineering and busi-
ness administration. To those with the 'docu-
mentation" view of information science, there
is no problem because they don't see it as their
mission to prepare students for this competi-
tion. I am one who does see a problem; share-
fore, I worry a bit. Since information science
as a formal field of study is so new, we have
few examples of leaders in the profession ari-
sing from our own academic ranks. Today, most
of the leaders in the field come either from
library science or from seemingly unrelated
fields, often one of the "hard" aciencas.

Among ASIS members, chemistry is secone only tc
library science as the academic major for mem-
bers.

What, exactly, do I see wrong? To sim-
plify, it is a lack of rigor. We do teach com-
puter programming, but the courses are not very
intense (an admitted generalization). We teach
systems analysis without a requirement for the
tools necessary to understand it: statistics,
computers, and communicarion technology. With-
out a solid background in technology, E.. systems
analyst, who is almost invariably also a systems
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th_signer, , inner know the AatictcrNti,::s
the equipment he is ,on,,,l(!erin.7 for hi, systems.
Willingness to generalize the 1-11sis of mAyrc:
samples bearing an unkaowm relationship to the
population from which they were taken has al-
waya plagued Information science. We :low
moving into an era of commqniolt,-,n-hq in-
formation systems, het few of oar students
come to know this technology well enough to
make system - analytic decisions. Mese Are
examples only. The key is that we ;end to ex-
cuse the library-information science atud41L
from knowine the tecl,noly he is to deal with,
and in doing so we m:.:y deprive him of the skills
needed to compete in the job market.

Can anything be done? Is it too late?
Certainly, something can be done, and it is not
yet too late. We do not even need any radical
surgery, fit my opinion. What we need first, as
usual, is to recognize the proOlem. Inform,71-
tien science teachers oust dociae not the deli-
nitl:,n t.1-0.: (iLd (tnat, I :,Llieve. is a
life-long problem) but what kind of ,grsduate
they are trying to corn out. If we take the
broader view, then we should also face up to
the fact that other disciplines are preparing
their studerrs for the same gencral field.
Most of us recognize information science as
interdisciplinary. We know that we do not ne-
cessarily have to put all the now subject ma-
terial to be covered in our own departments,
that it is available elsewhere on the campus.
We can begin to recruit more reople with a sci-
ence boe'.ground. can ilixtain minimum
requirements for a student majoring in informa-
tion science, as a protection to hem in his
career. This all can be dope gradually, with-
out trauma.
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shows that this learning experience ro have been
most important in helping individuals adjust to
the work situation and manage well.
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In summary, my assessment of the situa-
tion i; this' (1) we pay lip service to infor-
mation science as a broadly based, interdis-
eiplinary science but we do not really train
our students to practice such a profession.
We shy away from the hard core technology
courses which are essential to an understand-
ing of the field and to the design of systems.

(2) There is a market for information
scientists in the sense of people who knom
*_bout information technology and content. the
job market is potentially larger than the cur-
rent one composed of libraries and information
marketing companies. There are other profes-
3ions which can train people for chese jobs,
but they are not aiming at exactly that, to-
day. The information science curriculum of a
library school could do it, that is, could
tarn out graduates who can compete for these
Jobs with business and computer science gradu-
ates. In order to be comretitive. howevar
we need to;

a. Strengthen the curriculum, so library sci-
ence graduates know information technology and
how to use it, on an equal basis with computer
and business graduates. They don't need to
know as much about programming ts the computer
scientist or about budgeting as the MBA, but
they should be comfortable with both.

b. Attract more science and business students
into information science, or find a way to
make .ip for basic deficiencies (e.g., elemen-
tary mathematics or computer programming) in
the average student.

(3) The employers do not know who we
are and do not think of their job openings
in terms of information scientists. This is
a challenge to the more public relations ori-
ented among us.

Finally, I would like to paraphrase an
earlier statement of mine. Information science
is a universal science, encompassing virtually
all of human communication and its enabling
technology. That we have tended to concentrate
until now on communication about books is in-
rnrenting, to the credit of library science,
but irrelevant. Our field of interest for
the future is unlimited. It is certainly one
of the most exciting fields to be in and we
owe it to ourselves and our students to pre-
pare them for tomorrow's world, not yester-
day's.
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